
Hello all, 
 
Over the last several weeks, I’ve been fortunate to see firsthand how you, and 
our community health care partners, have stepped up to the plate during the 
pandemic. You were all called to a greater purpose in helping and healing 
others, and you continue to do so with dignity, patience, and calm. 
 
Seeing your efforts made me reflect about my early days when I would play 
baseball as a child. When I played at home with my family, I was comfortable 
and familiar with the pitch that was coming at me. But at school, I was never 
quite so confident in the field. One day, I was hit in the face by a ball. It was a painful experience for a 
child, but I wasn’t alone. Even then, health care providers were there to help me. I learned then, and 
continue to learn, that whatever comes in front of us we can overcome with the support of others. I 
share this story as many of us have had to step up to a plate that’s faced with many unknowns. 
 
This week I wanted to recognize our primary health care partners for keeping our patients healthy and 
for supporting GGH on this uncharted journey. Our primary care partners have trained for this very 
moment in time, and their skills have truly shined as we face new challenges related to an unrelenting 
virus. Here are just a few examples.  
 
In mid-March, we opened our COVID-19 Assessment Centre. It was created to alleviate anticipated 
demand on our Emergency Department and primary health care practices. Since it opened, 
approximately 2,588 people have visited the Centre with over 82 COVID-19 positive swabs. Did you 
know that this Centre came together by a team of dedicated and innovative health care professionals 
including Guelph Family Health Team leaders, nurses, nurse practitioners, and family practice 
physicians working alongside our GGH leaders and staff? This skilled, dedicated and creative team is 
now working to enhance its scope at the Centre to meet the health care needs of patients who 
present there.  
 
Did you also know that the majority of family practice visits are now virtual? For many, this is 
something very new, but these health professionals stepped up to the plate and made the transition 
as comfortable for patients as possible. These initiatives provide much needed care and have helped 
to reduce the number of patients coming to our Emergency Department. In addition, up to 60 Family 
Practice physicians have volunteered to help GGH in numerous roles during this pandemic.  
 
Primary care is the backbone of our healthcare system and we are proud and privileged to be working 
with such dedicated and compassionate people. Together, we are safer, our patients are safer. We 
are also stronger, and together we will beat this pandemic.  
 
I am so thankful and grateful to work alongside team members who embrace positive thinking during 
these challenging times. Together we can continue to provide the excellent health care that Guelph is 
proudly known for. Please join me in reaching out to our primary health care partners and thanking 
them for all that they do.  
 
Stay safe and take care,  
 
Marianne Walker  
BScN, MHSc, CHE  
President and CEO  
Guelph General Hospital   
519 837-6440 ex 2201 
 


